Existing methods of improving particle filters mainly focus on two aspects: designing a good proposal distribution before sampling and allocating particles to a high posterior area after sampling. An auxiliary particle filter (APF) is one such simple algorithm belonging to the former aspect, which generates particles from an importance distribution depending on a more recent observation. Its weakness is that it requires a large number of particles. On the other hand, a kernel-based particle filter (KPF), which belongs to the latter aspect, is able to greatly reduce the number of particles required and is still able to capture good characteristics of the posterior density. However, a KPF does not take the current observation into account. To utilize their respective strengths, a new algorithm is proposed in this paper with the combination of an APF and a KPF, the APF for designing good proposal density and the KPF for exploring the dominant mode of the posterior density. Experimental results in several real-tracking scenarios demonstrate that the integrated algorithm surpasses the standard particle filter (SPF) when encountering weak dynamic models. Moreover, the proposed algorithm is also able to achieve a comparable performance with KPF whilst reducing computational cost.
Introduction
Robust object tracking in complex environments is an elementary precondition for various practical applications including smart meetings, visual surveillance, motion capture, etc.
Reliable and accurate tracking can provide more delicate prior knowledge for further recognition and behaviour analysis.
Particle filters (PF) [1] [2] [3] have become popular in the computer vision community because of their simplicity and ability of addressing nonlinear and non-Gaussian dynamic systems. The most appealing aspect of PF is to maintain multiple hypotheses of a state, which makes them more competent for heavily cluttered and complex scenes. However, PF are not always satisfactory, especially when the irregular and abrupt motion renders a weak dynamic model in real scenes [4] . More importantly, their dramatically rising complexity with increasing state dimensions becomes a primary bottleneck for real-time applications.
An improved strategy to overcome these problems is to design better proposal distributions. An auxiliary particle filter (APF) [5] is one such example. Although considerable improvement of APF was exhibited in [5] , an APF is not always effective when the state transition density is quite scattered and the likelihood varies significantly over the state transition distribution. To solve the problem, an unscented auxiliary particle filter (UAPF) [6] was proposed by accurately approximating the one-step predicted likelihood and showed superior performance to APF. A more sophisticated proposal distribution can be achieved by an unscented particle filter (UPF) [7, 8] , which uses an unscented Kalman filter (UKF) to generate proposal distribution. However, a UPF cannot be directly applied to computer vision in that it requires a concrete measurement model which is not easily acquired. In addition, the demand for a large number of particles in UAPF and UPF limits their applications.
Another enhanced tactic for PF has been extensively studied since the pioneering work of Comaniciu et al [9] , who were the first to introduce mean-shift analysis to visual tracking. Following their work, Maggio et al [10] and Shan et al [11] subtly extended mean shift to the particle-filter framework. The central idea of their algorithms is to redistribute particles to their local mode of the posterior density by mean-shift analysis, thereby possibly using fewer particles to keep multiple hypotheses. Different from [10, 11] , Chang et al [4] presented another method which approximated posterior density using kernel density estimate (KDE) and then estimated the gradient of posterior density by meanshift analysis. Mean shift plays different roles in the above two kinds of methods in that it was used for maximizing the similarity function between the target candidate and the target model in [10] while used as mode seeking of posterior density in [4] . Despite successful particle redistribution, no immediate observations are taken into consideration before sampling in [4] .
The complementary strengths of the above two enhanced strategies motivated us to incorporate them into a consistent framework. In this paper, we propose a new algorithm based on the idea of using APF for generating important samples and then KPF for shifting those samples to their sampling mean. Although mainly inspired by [4] , our algorithm has two differences: (1) mean shift is used only once; (2) APF is embedded for better proposal distribution. Three realworld sequences show the efficiency and effectiveness of our algorithm.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, some related knowledge is first reviewed. Our algorithm is outlined in section 3. The implementation issues are presented in section 4. In section 5, we illustrate some experimental results and give some remarks. Finally, we conclude the paper and point out future work.
Related knowledge
To make the whole paper self-contained, some background knowledge on PF, APF and mean shift is first introduced in this section.
Standard particle filter (SPF)
Visual tracking is usually formulated as a dynamic state space model
The hidden state variable x k , characterizing the target (e.g. position and velocity), is propagated by the dynamic model f over time. The observation model h (also named as the likelihood model) is used to establish the relationship between the state x k and the corresponding observation y k (e.g. colour, edge and texture). u k and v k represent the process noise and the observation noise respectively. From the probability inference viewpoint, estimating the hidden variable x k amounts to deriving the posterior density p(x k |y 0:k ) based on the observation sequences y 0:k . The posterior density can be factored into the following recursive update form by the Bayesian rule [2] :
where p(x k |y 0:k−1 ) denotes the prior density at time k and can be calculated by
The prediction of the observation is achieved by
From equations (2)- (4), we can see that the posterior density at time k is easily derived in a recursive manner if the posterior density p(x k−1 |y 0:k−1 ) and the system model are provided. Unfortunately, except for a special case in which the system models are linear and Gaussian, the analytic solution is difficult to obtain due to intractable integrals. For more general nonlinear and non-Gaussian systems, approximate solutions must be pursued. PF is one such approximate method.
PF is a nonparametric way of representing the underlying density using samples drawn from the distribution. The kernel of the particle filter is to approximate the posterior density p(x k−1 |y 0:k−1 ) by a cloud of particles drawn from the posterior density with the associated weight [2] x
By substituting (5) into (2)- (4), we obtain
However, it is often infeasible to sample directly from the posterior density p(x k−1 |y 0:k−1 ). The problem can be solved by sequential importance sampling (SIS), which alternatively samples from the proposal distribution q(x k |x k−1 , y 0:k ).
In essence, the proposal distribution is a known density distribution for easy sampling and can be selected for convenience. Given the proposal distribution, the likelihood model p(y k |x k ) and the state transition density p(x k |x k−1 ), the importance weight of each particle can be recursively evaluated by [2] 
Sequential importance sampling (SIS) has an unavoidable problem: all but one particle will have negligible weight over time. As a direct result, the particle filter loses its predominant capability of maintaining multiple hypotheses. In order to alleviate this degeneracy, a re-sampling step is often applied to eliminate samples with low importance weights and multiply samples with high importance weights [2] . In this paper we apply the re-sampling scheme named sampling-importance re-sampling (SIR) proposed in the literature [13] , where the re-sampling step is implemented in each time index.
After obtaining the set of particles and the corresponding weights, the estimated state can be approximated by taking the expectation of the posterior density:
During the implementation of PF, the concrete form of the proposal distribution is a key issue. Generally speaking, the state transition density is usually selected as the proposal distribution in computer vision. However, a simple proposal distribution is not always exact, particularly when the state transition density has a very small overlapped area with the likelihood density. Many good ideas have been developed to produce good proposal distribution. The auxiliary particle filter (APF) is one such simple method.
Auxiliary particle filter (APF)
In order to explore an elaborated proposal distribution, Pitt and Shephard [5] proposed the auxiliary particle filter depending on immediate observations by multiplying the particles with large one-step predicted likelihood p y k x In other words, the auxiliary re-sampling is essentially a common re-sampling step with auxiliary weight. A detailed introduction can be found in the literature [5] . However, as pointed out by Hammadi et al [14] , the improvement over PF is very limited due to the approximated predicted likelihood in APF.
Kernel density estimation (KDE) and mean-shift analysis
It is necessary to briefly review the concept of KDE before introducing mean shift.
Density estimation is a statistic concept. By definition, its goal is to estimate an unknown density function from the observed data. There exist two types of methods for density estimation: parametric methods, fitting a known probability density model to the data, and nonparametric methods, estimating underlying probability density p from an independent and identically distributed particle set with corresponding weights
Nonparametric methods are widely used in the computer vision field due to their simplicity and effective representation of arbitrary density forms. A popular nonparametric density estimation method is kernel density estimation (KDE) [15] . KDE gives a continuous estimation of density by a weighted average of local functions centred at each sample point. Its major advantage is the flexibility to represent very complicated densities effectively [16] .
The posterior density can be approximated using KDE,
where K λ denotes the kernel with bandwidth λ,
where d is the dimension of the state vector x k .
Auxiliary re-sampling Auxiliary weighting With the continuous estimate of the posterior density, the gradient computation of the estimation is able to resort to an iterative optimization method: mean shift. In essence, mean shift is the steepest ascent along the gradient direction of density space until convergence is attained at a local density mode [17] . It can be used to move each particle to its corresponding sample mean by
After mean shift, each particle is herded to the local density maximum point and then the particle set represents the characteristic of the density distribution far better than the previous particle set. KPF is an extension of PF by applying mean shift to move particles to their sample mean, thus leading to particles covering the dominant posterior density. In sum, KPF includes three key steps: (1) propagating the particle set by importance sampling like PF; (2) repeatedly applying mean shift to each particle obtained by step (1); (3) re-weighting particles in order to maintain the correct density distribution.
Our algorithm
Although KPF can greatly improve the performance of PF, it still has some limitations. For example, on the one hand, KPF might drift when the set of particles does not completely cover the dominant posterior mode. The essence behind the cause is the important sample scheme of KPF without including the observations in the current frame. On the other hand, the repeated mean-shift iterations may cause the particle set to converge to one position, thus losing the diversity of particle distribution.
The objective of our algorithm is to overcome these flaws by combining APF and KPF. In sum, our algorithm consists of three steps: (1) APF for the importance sample; (2) mean shift for shifting the particle to a new position; (3) re-weighting of new particles. A graphical representation of our algorithm is given in figure 1 .
The pseudo-code for our algorithm is outlined in algorithm 1:
Algorithm 1: 
Implementation issues

Dynamic model
In this paper, we aim at tracking the head of a person. The parameters and models required for a tracker are described in this section. Specifically, the head is modelled as a vertical ellipse centred at (x, y) with a minor half axis l (in pixels), and then the state vector is selected with the three parameters x = (x, y, l). For the first frame, the initialization of the tracker is performed by manually fitting the head using an ellipse.
Due to large motion uncertainty of the head, it is very difficult to exactly model the dynamic model. In this paper, we use the random walk model to model the uncertainty,
where w k is a Gaussian random noise with zero mean and covariance diagonal σ 
Observation model
The colour inside the ellipse and the gradient sum along the perimeter of the ellipse are utilized for likelihood evaluation.
The colour likelihood [3] is proportional to the histogram distance between the target candidate and the target model. The colour distribution p(x k ) = {p u (x k ), u = 1, . . . , m} within the elliptic region centred at x k is calculated in RGB space using colour histograms consisting of 16 × 16 × 16 bin numbers with 16 colour depths in each channel (see [9] for details):
where g denotes a kernel function with the bandwidth h and δ is the Kronecker delta function. The normalization constant C h is used to ensure the condition m u=1p u (x k ) = 1. x k,i represents each pixel point within the ellipse. The function b is used to map the colour of x k,i to each bin of the colour histograms.
The distance between the target candidate and the target model is computed based on the Bhattacharyya coefficient
whereq = {q u , u = 1, . . . , m} stands for the colour distribution of the target model. Then the colour likelihood can be represented by inserting (14) into a Gaussian distribution,
The gradient likelihood [12] is based on the sum of the gradient magnitude along the perimeter of the ellipse
where G(x k ) specifies the sum of the gradient magnitude. The two different likelihoods play a complementary role in a complex environment and achieve highly robust performance. Finally, each particle is weighted by the product of two factors,
Experimental results
In this section, we present some real image sequences for comparing PF, KPF and our method. Three algorithms were implemented using Matlab in a computer with 1.6 GHz processor and 1 GB memory. In all experiments, the number of particles for PF, KPF and our algorithm is 200, 50 and 50 respectively. The result of the first sequences is shown in figure 2 . The sequence is recorded in our own lab with 314 frames, including head rapid motion, 360
• rotation and image blur due to abrupt movement. The frame rate is 15 fps. The red ellipse denotes the estimated position of the head in each frame.
From top to bottom, each row lists the experimental results of an algorithm. The dynamic noise is a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and covariance σ = (5 2 , 5 2 , 0.03 2 ). Briefly, the three algorithms are able to capture the motion trend of the head. In terms of accuracy, our algorithm shows the power of locating the head correctly in frame 143 where the head abruptly changes motion direction while the PF and KPF temporarily lose the head. KPF with three iterations also lags behind the object when the quick movement causes most particles not to cover the true position of the object. In this experiment, our algorithm is superior to SPF and KPF. In figures 3(a) and (b), we plot the average estimated error of head centre and the minor half axis of the ellipse from frame 96 to 162 (abrupt motion) using three algorithms with different numbers of particles. The ground truth of the head in each frame is manually labelled using an ellipse well fitting the shape of the head. It intuitively illustrates that despite occasionally being disturbed by an image blur (particularly in frame 152), our algorithm stands out by its lower error performance compared to the other two algorithms. Further investigations demonstrate that the image blur due to rapid motion causes the curve of error to bump. On the other hand, whether the ground truth is properly labelled or not might also result in the bumps. It must be pointed out that our algorithm is also influenced by the image blur. Furthermore, we also compare the performance of our algorithm with that of KPF under different numbers of particles in figures 3(c) and (d) respectively. From the error curve, we find that the accuracy of the algorithm does not improve greatly with increasing number of particles. The phenomenon reveals that the intuitive standpoint that more particles produce better performance is not necessarily correct, and hence, we must choose appropriate numbers of particles in future work. Table 1 presents a comparison of the three algorithms in terms of computational cost, convergence rate and average error. Convergence rate is defined as the number of frames whose error is smaller than the average error of the three algorithms.
To further validate the correctness of our algorithm in more rigorous scenes, we give another two video sequences in figures 4 and 5. Both videos are captured from an indoor environment with large clutter and distraction, including Note. T w : the time spent by likelihood evaluation of each particle; I: the number of iterations of mean shift; T mr : the time each mean shift and re-weighting consumes; T ms : the time each mean shift takes.
rotation, scale change and occlusion. The white ellipse represents the contour of the head. It is observed that our algorithm is able to address these distractions. From the above three experimental results, it is clear that our algorithm shows superior performance to PF and KPF in the presence of rapid and irregular motion. Meanwhile our algorithm can deal with more challenging scenes. More importantly, our algorithm requires lower computational time than PF and KPF.
Conclusions
We have developed an improved tracking algorithm based on the combination of APF and KPF. The APF is utilized for improving sample efficiency and then particles are shifted to the high posterior by KPF. With the above operation, the posterior density can be sufficiently expressed using fewer particles. The combination of these two algorithms succeeds in not only tracking the object with rapid movement, but also reducing computation cost. Experimental results demonstrate that our algorithm is robust in the presence of rapid motion, total rotation and partial occlusion, and outperforms the standard particle filter when abrupt motion happens.
Due to low computational efficiency produced by likelihood evaluation, in future more attention should be paid to pursuing simple likelihood evaluation. Further research should also be aimed at developing multiple object tracking algorithms.
